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Dsstyles announced Swarovski Case for Blackberry and Nokia
Published on 01/21/10
Dsstyles has released 2 new Swarovski product lines, the Blackberry Swarovski Case and the
Nokia Swarovski Case. Dsstyles believe that not only Apple iPhone users want to make their
phone unique by carrying with DS Crystal cases, but also other brand users like Nokia and
Blackberry. More than 30% of mobile phone users are now using smart phones and this
percentage is predicted to be 50% by year 2011.
Hong Kong - Dsstyles has released 2 new Swarovski product lines, the Blackberry Swarovski
Case and the Nokia Swarovski Case. Dsstyles believe that not only Apple iPhone users want
to make their phone unique by carrying with DS. Crystal cases, but also other brand users
like Nokia and Blackberry. More than 30% of mobile phone users are now using smart phones
and this percentage is predicted to be 50% by year 2011. The internet giant Google is also
taking part in the smart phone business by launching its Nexus One.
What we see nowadays is phone users tend to look for something unique and personalized
when so many people are using the same phone model. The iPhone 3GS has been sold more
than
20,000,000 pieces since launch. You can see this trend clearly by seeing the Google Nexus
One mobile phone offering a free engraving service. With the Swarovski cases from
Dsstyles, you can always make your phone different from others; you can always catch
people's attention for your bling Swarovski phone case.
As recognized by Swarovski with Crystallized ID: 1522109, each DS. Crystal phone case is
featuring over 1,500 pieces of Crystallized Swarovski Elements, each pieces of crystals is
hand crafted by our experienced craftsman.
DSstyle:
http://www.dsstyles.com
DS Crystals:
http://www.dsstyles.com/en/DS-Crystals.html

DSstyles, where our brand essence 'DS', inspired by the concept 'Distinctive Style', to
provide fresh and inspiring designed mobile accessories, with a continued commitment to
inspire, nurture, and celebrate great new designs. Embracing every customer's daily life
by our outstanding products, stylish designs and experiences that consumers crave is our
ambition. Copyright (C) 2009 DSstyles. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone
and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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